A Very Bavarian Christmas

BOOK CLUB QUESTIONS: Chapters 11-15
AVeryBavarianChristmas.com

CHAPTER 11: Ice Breaker: Do you go Black Friday shopping or not?
1. Like Oliver, what's the craziest thing you or your child has asked Santa for?
2. Mrs. Rasmussen encourages Andy. Take a moment to encourage one another (be specific).
3. What is a hard thing that you've had to face from your past?

Ice Breaker: What is your favorite Christmas movie?

CHAPTER 12:

1. Do you prefer a big holiday party or a small holiday gathering?
2. Which supporting character is your favorite and why?
3. Betty Jo wanted to stay in Bavarian Falls and Holly wanted to leave. Do you prefer the
big city or the country?

CHAPTER 13: Ice Breaker: What is your favorite warm beverage?
1. When you're feeling down, how do you chase the blues away?
2. Chase attends a ranch for horse therapy. Consider giving a donation to Hopewell Ranch.
3. Like Holly is there something you need to let go of in an effort to heal?

CHAPTER 14: Ice Breaker: Have you ever had an online dating profile?
1. Betty Jo wants to be Mrs. Claus. What's your dream job?
2. Do you prefer lavish displays of affection or steadiness and tenderness?
3. What do you think about the possibility of Frank and Elaine?

CHAPTER 15:

Ice Breaker: Do you like to be surprised?

1. Who did you think would be at the end of the scavenger hunt?
2. If you're married how were you proposed to? Or if you're not, how would you like to be
proposed to?
3. Who do you hope that Holly ends up with—Frank, Andy or Nik?
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Go on a scavenger hunt as a book club.
Consider giving to a local non-profit or volunteering there as a group.
Make your favorite warm beverages for book club.

